Given a measure-preserving transformation T acting on a rj-finite measure space (X, s/ , m) and a cr-finite sigma algebra 38 C s/ , the conditional expectations E('\SB) acting on L°°(sf) and E{'\T~X3S) acting on L°° (T-lsf) are known to be related by the formula [E{f\38)] o T = E(foT\T~l38).
Let (X, s/ , m) be a cr-finite space and T: X -► X a measurable transformation. Throughout this paper we assume that T~ls/ ç s/ and that mo T < m . We denote by « the Radon-Nikodym derivative d(moT~l)/dm , and we will assume throughout that h £ L°° . We denote by Ea the conditional expectation E('\38) considered as a bounded linear transformation from
L°°(sf) onto L°°(38). If sf d & D fê, then E% denotes the appropriate conditional expectation from L°°(&) onto L°°(W). Note that É%ES = E* .
Finally, given a sigma algebra 3S , we denote by 3 §n the sigma algebra T~"¿S .
Unless expressly stated otherwise, all functions and sets are assumed to be, or constructed so as to be, si -measurable. All sigma algebras encountered are assumed to be sigma finite with respect to m . All set and function statements are to be interpreted as holding up to m-null sets. This includes statements regarding the disjointness of sets. For a given measurable function /, we let Sf be the support of / so that Sf = {/ > 0}. The reader will note that at no point in the following discussion are an uncountable number of supports considered, and consequently none of the attendant "measurability versus selection" problems are encountered. Since Sn will be encountered often, we give it special notational status by calling it H.
The following facts will be applied often in this article:
• T~lH = X [4] .
• foT-goTif and only if %Hf = Xfíg [!]• (We shall apply this fact most often in the form: foT = 0 if and only if «/ = 0.)
• E^(g) -g if and only if g is ^-measurable.
• If / is ^-measurable, then Ea{fg) = fEa{g).
• \E^(fg)\2 < E^(\f\2)-E^(\g\2) (conditional Cauchy-Schwarz inequality).
• If />0, then Ea{f)>0. If />0,then £*(/)> 0.
• For each nonnegative sf -measurable function /, Sf c SEaf [5, §1] .
• For each sf -measurable set A, SEau is the smallest ^"-measurable set containing A [5, §1] .
Main results
It is shown in [6] that if T is measure preserving (i.e., « = 1 a.e. dm), then for any 3 §,
(1) V/eL°°(^), (E*f)oT = E*;{foT).
In particular, if T is measure preserving, then the mapping A: L°°(s/i) -* L°°(âSi) given by A(/o T) = (E^f) o T is well defined. Before considering the validity of ( 1 ) in situations where T is not measure preserving, we address the question of the existence of the map A. We shall see later that this question is related to the study of C*-algebra conditional expectations. Later in this article we will briefly discuss C*-algebra conditional expectations. This class includes all conditional expectations of the form E^ (referred to henceforth as classical conditional expectations) and (when H £ 38) the map A: L°°(s/i) -+ L°°(38i) defined above. Since E$ is known to agree with A when T is measure preserving, it seems reasonable to examine the relationship between these mappings in general (with a proviso of course that H be in 38). To this end we now characterize E^1 in terms of « and Es . This characterization, presented in Proposition 3, does not assume the ^-measurability of H. We continue to use H\ to denote the support of E^xh and note that since T~XH = X, T~lHi = X as well. The following observation and its corollary will be called into use several times in this paper. I (E*(hf))°Tl
Since T~lB is a generic member of 38i, the proof is complete. D
The following corollary gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the validity of (1) 
Conversely, suppose that the second and fourth expressions in the above equation are known to be equal for every bounded / in L°°(sf) = / Xt-ibM/ ° T)(g oT)dm= f A(f oT)dp.
Jx Jt-'b Since the integrands at both ends of this chain of equalities are 38i measurable and T~lB is an arbitrary 38x set, F(fo T) = A(/o T). D Remark. This proof assures us of the existence of an invariant measure for L but does not describe it explicitly. In Proposition 6 we are able to construct invariant measures for L directly because H is ^-measurable. Although the proof we have given of Proposition 5 is nonconstructive, it should allow generalizations to other situations. Proposition 6. Suppose that H e 38 .
(a) There is a function g suchthat goT is strictly positive and in Ll, and h g is ¿B -measurable. Stratila [7] .)
The following lemma is formulated and proved in [2] . We reproduce the proof here for the convenience of the reader.
Let 2li be a second C*-algebra, and let n: 21 -► 2li be a *-homomorphism of 2t onto »i . Then 03i = 7t(03) is a C*-subalgebra of 2lj . If <P(ker7r) c kerrc, then O induces a mapping <Pi : 2ti -» 03i defined by <&i(n(x)) -n(<b(x)). Lemma 7. Suppose 2li is a C*-algebra and it: 21 -> 2ti is a unital *-homomorphism of % onto 2ti such that <P(ker7r) c kerrc. Let 03i = 7t(03). Then <I>i is a conditional expectation operator from Qi\ onto 031.
Proof. If x £ 21, *,(<&,(k(jc))) = <D,(7r(<D(x))) = n(0(^(x))) = *(*(*)) = Q>i(n(x)), so Oi is a projection. Also, b, ce 03,
Thus, í>i is 03i-linear. Finally, <S>i(n(x)*7i(x)) = <$i(n(x*x)) = n(<P(x*x)). Since O is positive and n is a homomorphism, we see that Oi is a positive map. Thus, <I>i is a conditional expectation operator. D Thus, the mapping A: Lcc(s/l) -L°°(&x) given by A(/o T) = {Eaf) o T is a conditional expectation operator whenever it is well defined. Indeed, we can formulate the following generalization of Lemma 1 in the C*-algebra setting. It can be proved in the same manner as Lemma 1. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
